Regulation of competence for natural transformation in streptococci.
Natural DNA transformation is a lateral gene transfer mechanism during which bacteria take up naked DNA from their environment and stably integrate it in their genome. The proteins required for this process are conserved between species and are produced during a specific physiological state known as competence. Although natural transformation drives genome plasticity and adaptability, it is also likely to cause deleterious effects in the chromosome of the recipient bacteria and negatively impact cell growth. The competence window is thus generally tightly regulated in response to species-specific environmental conditions and limited to a proportion of the cell population. In streptococci species, the entry into competence is dictated by the amount of the competence sigma factor σ(X), the master regulator of natural transformation in those species. The Streptococcus genus includes 7 phylogenetic groups that have evolved different regulatory circuits to govern natural transformation. Here, we review the current knowledge on transcriptional and post-transcriptional mechanisms that control the activity of σ(X) at the whole population and the single-cell level, with an emphasis on growth conditions that modulate their activation. Recent findings regarding competence regulation by the ComCDE and ComRS cell-cell signalling pathways and the Clp proteolytic system are specifically highlighted.